RESEARCH
The Internet Detective -- http://www.vts.intute.ac.uk/detective/index.html
The Internet Detective provides interactive quizzes and activities to help students evaluate the content of
websites. The fun, Film Noir-themed tool also teaches students how to avoid plagiarism in their projects.

HUMANITIES—History, Art, Literature, etc
Colonial House http://www.pbs.org/wnet/colonialhouse/history/index.html Colonial House is an
endlessly entertaining interactive history site pertaining to the Colonial Period in American history.
Quizzes and activities include "Dress Me Up" (paper dolls), "Would You Have Survived in the Colony?",
and more.
Historical Voices -- http://www.historicalvoices.org Voices is part of the Digital Library Initiative funded
by the National Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities. Historical Voices is
a multi-media, interactive online digital library that highlights notable events in American history. The
Great Depression is one such event. How might we make that long ago time relevant to millennial
students? The original Depression era recordings of Presidents Hoover and Roosevelt contained in this
collection possess an immediacy and intimacy that no text source can match. Virtual reality tours and
streamed media are just some of the modalities used to recreate the American experience for students.
Center for Digital Storytelling -- http://www/storycenter.org This excellent website has audio stories
recorded by individuals of all ages, from all walks of life, many of whom have come to the U.S. from afar.
Thoughtful, emotionally direct stories provide students with food for thought. The interactive site allows
students, especially those in composition and writing classes, to reflect on their own stories.
The New Americans -- http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/newamericans/newamericans.html The
interactive site includes a quiz that explodes many myths about immigrants. Captivating stories, recipes,
videos, and more make this site equally engaging for native-born students. Best of all, a participatory link
allows all visitors to record their families' coming-to-America stories.
Red Studio— http://www.moma.org/interactives/redstudio
Student artists will want to visit the interactive and engaging Red Studio created by the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. There you will find an app for making computer-generated collages, contests, free art
cards, instructions for creating camera-less photos and other art projects, as well as interviews with
artists including "Gods, Griffins, and Cowboy Boots", an interview with artist Shahzia Sikander.
U.S. Constitution Interactive Quiz -- http://www.eslpartyland.com/quiz-center/constit.htm Originally
designed for foreigners preparing for the citizenship test, the quiz poses a challenge for many nativeborn Americans!
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